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Visual Motion Processing Neurotechnique
Investigated Using Contrast Agent-
Enhanced fMRI in Awake Behaving Monkeys

Until now, several reports have demonstrated that
fMRI is feasible in monkeys (Logothetis et al., 1999,
2001; Dubowitz et al., 1998; Stefanacci et al., 1998; Van-
duffel et al., 1998; Disbrow et al., 2000; Hayashi et al.,
1999); here, we proceeded to develop and improve
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awake monkey fMRI techniques. The best detectionKatholieke Universiteit Leuven
sensitivity to date was undoubtedly obtained by Logoth-Campus Gasthuisberg
etis and colleagues (1999, 2001) in anesthetized animals,Herestraat 49
using a specially designed vertical bore 4.7 Tesla mag-2 Afdeling Radiologie
net. However, since 1.5T scanners are more commonlyUZ Gasthuisberg
available, we proceeded to develop and improve awakeB-3000 Leuven
monkey fMRI techniques using a low-field scanner.Belgium

In order to achieve this goal, we had to combat the3 NMR Center
small amplitude of blood oxygen level-dependentMassachusetts General Hospital
(BOLD) signal changes at 1.5 Tesla (see below). There-Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129
fore, we turned to MRI contrast agents (dextran-coated
iron oxide agents; MION) with long blood half-lifes (Weiss-
leder et al., 1990; Josephson et al., 1990). In anesthetizedSummary
rodents, such agents have been shown to increase the
sensitivity for detecting brain activation relative to con-To reduce the information gap between human neuro-
ventional BOLD signals (Mandeville et al., 1998; Vanimaging and macaque physiology and anatomy, we
Bruggen et al., 1998). Moreover, functional MION signalmapped fMRI signals produced by moving and station-
changes are larger in brain parenchyma than in largeary stimuli (random dots or lines) in fixating monkeys.
vessels (Mandeville and Marota, 1999), whereas the op-Functional sensitivity was increased by a factor of �5
posite holds for BOLD signals (at 1.5T). Thus, in princi-relative to the BOLD technique by injecting a contrast
ple, contrast agents should produce better localizedagent (monocrystalline iron oxide nanoparticle [MION]).
maps relative to “low-field” BOLD imaging (i.e., the largeAreas identified as motion sensitive included V2, V3,
blood vessel artifacts are largely reduced in contrastMT/V5, vMST, FST, VIP, and FEF (with moving dots),
agent imaging).as well as V4, TE, LIP, and PIP (with random lines).

We chose to apply this imaging strategy to a simpleThese regions sensitive for moving dots are largely in
visual motion paradigm, used extensively in humanagreement with monkey single unit data and (except
functional imaging (Zeki et al., 1991; Tootell et al., 1995;for V3A) with human fMRI results. Moving lines activate
Sunaert et al., 1999; Goebel et al., 1998). In fixatingsome regions that have not been previously implicated
monkeys, we presented random dot and random linein motion processing. Overall, the results clarify the
stimuli that were either coherently moving or static.relationship between the motion pathway and the dor-
Applying identical stimuli to monkeys allows us to com-sal stream in primates.
pare fMRI motion sensitivity to the incidence of direc-
tion-selective neurons in these regions (e.g., Andersen,Introduction
1997; Orban, 1996). This selectivity is the hallmark of
motion processing regions and has been assessed ex-

For decades, the macaque monkey has been an impor-
tensively in single-cell recordings (which usually explore

tant model for understanding information processing in
only a single cortical region). In contrast, fMRI enabled

the human visual system. Indeed, most of our current us to explore the complete motion pathway in single
knowledge about the functional organization of the pri- awake animals, to assess the degree to which this path-
mate brain has been derived from invasive methods in way conforms to the widely accepted concept of a “dor-
macaques, which cannot be directly applied to humans. sal stream” (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982) and to com-
Recently, noninvasive imaging tools (e.g., positron emis- pare motion sensitivity for different types of stimuli.
sion tomography [PET], functional magnetic resonance Furthermore, fMRI measures of motion sensitivity
imaging [fMRI], and magneto-encephalography [MEG]) should clarify the functional homology between cortical
have furnished additional physiological information from visual areas in macaques and humans. For instance,
the human visual system, be it at coarse temporal and/ area MT/V5� in human cortex has been assumed ho-
or spatial resolution relative to invasive methods in ma- mologous to area MT/V5 (Tootell et al., 1995; Zeki et
caques. In order to bridge the gap between these differ- al., 1991) and satellite areas (e.g., MST) in macaques.
ent experimental approaches to study primate visual However, it has never been tested using the same tech-
cortex (e.g., macaque single units, human fMRI, human nique and experimental paradigm whether MT/V5�
psychophysics, monkey connectional data, etc.), we de- shows the expected degree of motion sensitivity in both
veloped fMRI methods to map activity in the visual cor- species. A related question is whether the additional
tex of the awake macaque. motion-sensitive areas described in humans (e.g., Du-

pont et al., 1994; Goebel et al., 1998) can be functionally
isolated in macaque cortex. Finally, motion sensitivity4 Correspondence: wim.vanduffel@med.kuleuven.ac.be
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Figure 1. MR Compatible Monkey Chair and
Eye Position Recordings

(A) Diagram of the monkey in the MR scanner.
The monkey sat on its haunches in a plastic
restraint box with its head immobilized com-
fortably but securely, directly beneath a radial
surface coil.
(B) 276 s long horizontal and vertical eye posi-
tion recordings (M3) obtained with an infrared
corneal reflection system (Iscan) during fMRI
scanning. Illustrated recordings were repre-
sentative. Arrows indicate saccades.

has been observed repeatedly in fMRI studies of human sions) and 26,800 in M3 (eight MION sessions) were
analyzed using SPM99 and FreeSurfer. Many more func-V3A (Tootell et al., 1997; Sunaert et al., 1999), but this

motion sensitivity is inconsistent with single unit studies tional volumes (�160,000) were acquired during 49
BOLD-sessions in M1 and 13 BOLD sessions in M3,that reported little motion selectivity in macaque V3A

(Gaska et al., 1988; Joris et al., 1997). This inconsistency which yielded functional MRI data unrelated to those of
the present study.can be resolved using fMRI in macaques.

Results Behavioral Performance Levels
We assessed fixation accuracy in M3 by directly measur-
ing the horizontal and vertical eye position during eachThree macaque monkeys (M1-3), each implanted with

MR-compatible headsets, were adapted to restraint in scan session. Representative horizontal and vertical eye
traces are shown in Figure 1B. In these examples, thea natural “sphinx” position, facing parallel with the hori-

zontal bore of a conventional MR scanner (Figure 1A). monkey interrupted fixation only �5 times (indicated
by the arrows) during these 276 s long scans. In theFixation was controlled in M1 and M2 using a high acuity

fixation task and in M3 by recording eye positions. In experiments analyzed for the present study, monkey M3
fixated for 85%–92% of the total experimental durationmonkeys M1 and M3, we injected MION intravenously

before scanning. Moving or stationary stimuli were pre- within a fixation window of 2� � 2�. Percent fixation did
not differ between the moving and stationary conditionssented on a transparent screen positioned in the bore

of the magnet. Moving/stationary conditions were pre- (p � 0.099, two-tailed t test).
M1 (and M2) typically achieved 98%–100% correct insented in blocks, typically in alternation with a uniform

gray screen. In total, 37,200 functional brain volumes in the high acuity fixation task throughout each scan. M1’s
performance levels were very similar in the MION experi-M1 (acquired during three MION and five BOLD ses-
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ments (98.5% � 2.9% correct) and in comparable BOLD
experiments (99.4% � 1.8%). Fixation task performance
exceeded that of three motivated human subjects who
performed an identical fixation task (95.5% � 2.5%).
When the same human subjects were instructed to
maintain fixation on points peripheral to the orientation
target, performance accuracy decreased significantly to
82.8% � 6.5% and 65.7% � 9.5% for 1.3� and 2.5�
eccentricity, respectively. Thus, subjects had to care-
fully maintain fixation on the central target in order to
achieve maximum performance accuracy.

Direct offline eye position measurements in the mock
scanner showed that M1 fixated within a window of 2� �
2� during 75% of the total experimental duration. There
were no significant differences in percent fixation be-
tween the different conditions (75.3% � 2.7%, 78.7% �
2.4% for the stationary and moving stimulus condition,
respectively; p � 0.062, t test).

Side Effects of MION
No statistically significant difference was observed be-
tween performance levels of monkey M1 in the high
acuity fixation task during the last BOLD session
(98.3% � 5.4%) preceding the MION injection and the
first MION session (99.5% � 2.8%) (p � 0.22, two-tailed
t test). Monkey M3 also performed equally well, before
(89% fixation) and after the first MION injection (85%
fixation). These high performance levels suggest that an
effective dose of intravenously administered MION does
not result in obvious short-term behavioral and/or cogni-
tive effects.

Moreover, we observed no obvious negative health
effects in two monkeys in which we injected MION, up
to 10 months after the first injection. In total, M1 and
M3 received 60 and 128 mg/kg MION, respectively. After
repeated MION injections, we did observe a marked
increase in the saturation levels of the protein transferrin
(which is linked to the iron metabolism), as well as in
iron plasma levels. Those values were �10 times higher
than normal after a series of three to seven daily MION

Figure 2. Comparison of MION with BOLD MR Signals (M1)sessions. However, treatment with an iron chelator (2�
(A) The average percent MR signal change in left and right area MT/0.5 mg/day, i.m., deferoxaminum, Desferal�, Novartis,
V5 (seven voxels surrounding the local maxima) with respect toBrussels) for 4–6 days restored normal plasma iron and the no stimulus condition (gray) for the three stimulus conditions

transferrin saturation levels. (moving [mov] and stationary [stat] dots, no stimulus). The same
number of functional volumes (120) were acquired in the MION and
BOLD experiments. Lines indicate standard errors of the mean.Functional Sensitivity of MION
(B and C) Statistical parametric maps comparing moving versusTo measure the gain in sensitivity obtained with the
stationary random dots (B) and random lines (C) for BOLD (left-handcontrast agent, we compared MION and BOLD signal
side) and MION (right-hand side) fMRI signals in coronal sections

changes when monkeys fixated either moving or station- taken slightly anterior to area MT/V5. The exact level is indicated
ary patterns composed of either random dots or lines. in millimeters with respect to the interaural plane (negative values
Results from both macaque single unit recordings and are posterior). The color scales indicate the t scores. Thresholds

were p � 0.001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons (B) and p �human functional imaging predicted that area MT/V5�
0.05 corrected and p � 0.1 uncorrected (C). IPS, intraparietal sulcus;(MT/V5 and its satellites MST and FST [Desimone and
STS, superior temporal sulcus.Ungerleider, 1986]) should be activated most profoundly

by moving compared to stationary stimuli; thus, we con-
centrated on these regions in the comparison between condition was 0.29% � 0.03% (mean � SEM) in this

BOLD experiment and 3.00% � 0.09% in the corre-BOLD and MION.
Signal Amplitude sponding MION experiment. Thus, the use of an iron

oxide contrast agent increased percent MR signalThe average BOLD and MION signal changes for area
MT/V5 of M1 are plotted in Figure 2A. Note that MION- changes by a factor of ten in area MT/V5, at least under

our experimental conditions. These observations forweighted T2* signal changes were opposite in sign to
BOLD signals (see Experimental Procedures). The MR area MT/V5 also generalized throughout visual cortex

of monkey M1. Averaging over five motion-sensitive re-signal change between the moving and the stationary
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gions including area MT/V5 MR signal changes in-
creased by a median factor of eight (interquartile range
of 3.9) for the moving to stationary comparison, and a
median factor of ten (interquartile range of 4.2) for the
moving to no stimulus comparison.

Although we obtained similar BOLD signals (0.67% �
17%) for the comparison of moving versus stationary
dots in MT/V5 of a second monkey (M2), no reliable
signals could be measured in any of the ten BOLD scan-
ning sessions of monkey M3 in which we acquired func-
tional volumes at a resolution of 3 � 3 � 3 mm (reflecting
inadequate performance or idiosyncratic differences be-
tween subjects). In contrast to the large differences in
BOLD signals between M1 and M3, MION signals were
at least as large in M3 compared to M1 (see below for
quantitative data).
Statistical Power
The gain in signal change was accompanied by an in-
crease in statistical power: the t scores of the activity
maps reached much higher values for MION than for
BOLD (Figures 2B and 2C). The BOLD and the MION
experiments were equated as much as possible. The
same moving-stationary stimuli were used, the same
total number of functional brain volumes were acquired
(120 and 480 per condition for Figures 2B and 2C, re-
spectively), and the activity maps were thresholded at
the same level of p � 0.001, uncorrected. We observed
bilateral motion-selective MION activation in the supe-
rior temporal sulcus (STS) and the fundus of the intrapa-
rietal sulcus (IPS). At this low statistical threshold, we
even observed bilateral motion sensitivity in the pulvinar
(section at 0 mm). These bilateral MION activations were
much more significant (notice difference in color scales)
than the corresponding BOLD activation patterns, which
could even appear unilateral (e.g., STS at �3 mm) or
nonsignificant (e.g., IPS and the pulvinar). Figure 3. Improved Anatomical Localization of MION Relative to

BOLD MR Responses (M1)Figure 2C extends these observations to random lines
and to the acquisition of a larger number of functional BOLD and MION statistical maps for the comparison between mov-

ing and stationary random dots (A–C) and lines (D) in a sagittalvolumes. The MION and BOLD activity maps are sharply
section ([A], threshold p � 0.05 corrected) and four coronal sectionsdefined: t values decrease steadily from local maxima,
([B]–[D], threshold p � 0.001 corrected), as indicated by the labelsindicating that MION and BOLD activation sites are well
(a)–(d) on the right-hand side of panel (A). Color scales indicatedefined. However, as the figure demonstrates, the acti-
t scores. The number of analyzed functional volumes was much

vation pattern obtained by lowering the threshold (p � larger for the BOLD (1280) than for the MION (300) experiment.
0.1) in the BOLD activity map is still reduced (see IPS) However, similar results were obtained with an equal number of
compared to those obtained with MION at a threshold volumes (300) acquired during the BOLD experiments but applying

a lower statistical threshold. Pink arrows point to the floor of thecorrected for multiple comparisons. Although t scores
STS (vMST), green to MT/V5, blue to FST (at level d), and white toof the local maxima obtained in this MION experiment
V4. CAS, calcarine sulcus; LUS, lunate sulcus; IOS, inferior occipitalwere 10.88 (MT/V5) and 6.77 (VIP), this single section
sulcus; LS, lateral sulcus.(selected for the IPS activation) might give the erroneous

impression that the IPS activation by lines is stronger
3Ca), the activation of the posterior bank was even seg-than the STS activation.
regated from that in the floor of the STS, suggesting thatAnatomical Localization
two different areas were engaged by the moving dots (seeIn addition to increasing statistical power and signal
below for their identification). It appears as if the activationchanges, MION appeared to improve the anatomical
site of the BOLD map was centered over the center ofaccuracy of the activation patterns. Figure 3A shows a
mass of the corresponding MION sites. Moreover, atsagittal slice through the STS, revealing two nearly distinct
more anterior levels, the focus in the BOLD maps ex-motion-sensitive foci. The BOLD experiment revealed that
panded toward the lip of the sulcus (compare Figuresthe posterior activation site (p � 0.05 corrected) was
3Bc and 3Bd with Figures 3Cc and 3Cd), possiblycompletely centered over the posterior bank of the STS
evoked by BOLD signals originating from the large drain-(green arrows in Figures 3Ba and 3Bb). The correspond-
ing vessels overlaying the STS. Thus, although exactlying MION maps showed an activation pattern that nicely
the same imaging parameters were applied in the BOLDfitted the curvature of gray matter in the posterior bank
and the MION experiments, the use of MION appears(green arrow) and the floor of the STS (pink arrows in

Figures 3Ca and 3Cb). At the most posterior level (Figure to improve the spatial specificity of the activation maps.
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Figure 4. Time Courses in Areas V2, MT/V5,
VIP, and FEF

MION time courses for areas V2 (A), MT/V5
(B), VIP (C), and FEF (D) of monkeys M1 (left)
and M3 (right) for two stimulus conditions
(stationary dots, STAT; moving dots, MOV)
and a no stimulus condition (GRAY). Data are
averages from the two hemispheres, includ-
ing seven voxels surrounding the local maxi-
mum per hemisphere, derived from 300 func-
tional volumes. In all areas and hemispheres,
the moving-stationary difference reached
significance (p � 0.05 corrected).

Identification of Motion-Sensitive Regions tal sulcus we also observed motion sensitivity (green
line in Figure 5) which probably reflects V2 ventral butUsing the MION method, we could reliably identify sev-

eral motion-sensitive regions in the macaque brain, in- might include VP.
Superior Temporal Areascluding posterior occipital areas, such as V2 (Figure 4A);

regions in the STS, such as MT/V5 (Figure 4B); regions Taking advantage of the increased spatial specificity
obtained with MION (see Figure 3) and guided by thein the IPS, such as VIP (Figure 4C); and regions outside

the classical visual cortex, such as FEF (Figure 4D). In known anatomical location of the subcompartments of
monkey-MT/V5�, we tried to distinguish between theagreement with their position in the cortical hierarchy

(Felleman and Van Essen, 1991, for discussion, see be- different areas within the monkey-MT/V5� complex. As
shown in Figure 3Ca, the MION maps of the right hemi-low), we observed smaller MR signal changes in VIP

(0.6% using dots and 1.0% using lines, averaged over sphere of monkey M1 yielded an activation in the poste-
rior bank of the STS (green arrow), separated from acti-the two monkeys) and in FEF (0.7% using dots and 1.0%

using lines) relative to MT/V5 (3.4% using dots and 2.2% vation in the floor of the STS (pink arrow). Anatomically,
the former focus corresponds to area MT/V5, while theusing lines) and V2 (4.5% using dots and 0.8% using

lines). Despite these differences in MR signal changes, focus in the floor of the STS appears to correspond to
area vMST, as described by Tanaka et al. (1993). Atall cortical regions motion sensitive for moving dots were

also motion sensitive for moving lines. Thus, motion progressively more anterior levels in the STS, this sepa-
ration remains visible as two local maxima in the statisti-sensitivity for random lines will be described below only

for those areas in which moving dots were ineffective. cal maps. As expected by the extent of the stimulated
portion of area MT/V5, the posterior bank activationPosterior Occipital Areas: V2 and V3

In area V2 (especially the dorsal subdivision on the pos- disappears between levels b and c. The activation pat-
terns obtained using the moving line stimuli (see Figureterior bank of the lunate sulcus), we observed profound

motion sensitivity (blue line in Figure 5, see also Figure 3D) supported this distinction between vMST and MT/
V5. Unlike the moving dots, line stimuli activated the6). Differential MR signals between the moving and sta-

tionary condition reached 5% and reached 14% be- posterior bank (MT/V5, green arrow) but not the floor of
the STS (vMST, red arrow) at levels a and b. The separa-tween the no stimulus and the moving stimulus condi-

tion. Deeper in the lunate sulcus, we observed weaker tion between MT/V5 and vMST using moving dots is
further documented in Figure 7 for the left hemispheremotion sensitivity (red line in Figure 5), which we attri-

bute to area V3. Close to the fundus of the inferior occipi- of M1 and the right hemisphere of M3 (in standard exper-
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Figure 5. Motion Sensitivity in Prestriate Ar-
eas (M3)

MION time courses for areas V2d (blue line),
V3 (red line), V2v (green line), and V3A (yellow
line) of monkey M3 (right hemisphere) for two
stimulus conditions (stationary dots, STAT;
moving dots, MOV) and a no stimulus condi-
tion (GRAY). The data are derived from 380
functional volumes.

iments with voxel size of 27 mm3, Figures 7A and 7B) was located in the anterior bank of the arcuate sulcus
(Figure 6). Consistent with the high motion sensitivity inand for left and right hemisphere of M3 (in additional

experiments with 8 mm3 voxels, Figures 7C and 7D). the IPS for line stimuli and with the profound input from
intraparietal regions to the FEF (Schall et al., 1995), weThus, the MION maps suggest not only an anatomical

but also a functional separation between MT/V5 and also observed higher motion sensitivity for lines than
for dots in the latter area (see Figure 6C). The differencevMST, within the monkey-MT/V5�complex.

The moving dot and line stimuli also activated another in amplitude of the signal change in FEF between the
two monkeys might be attributed to the difference inregion within the STS, which was located just anteroven-

tral to area MT/V5. This ventral satellite can be observed the fixation paradigm in M1 and M3.
In two additional areas, we observed significant bilat-in a sagittal view of the STS, together with the MT/V5 site

(Figure 3A), as well as in the coronal sections at levels c eral motion sensitivity (p � 0.05 corrected) in only one
of the monkeys. In monkey M3, the dorsal portion ofand d (blue arrows in Figures 3C and 3D). This ventral

activation was centered on the dorsal-most portion of the posterior bank of the lateral sulcus was motion sensi-
tive for both dots and lines (see Figures 6B and 6C). Athe floor of the STS. Based on its anatomical localization,

this latter region might correspond to area FST. similar activation has been observed in the human lateral
sulcus (Sunaert et al., 1999). In monkey M1, the pulvinarWith moving random lines, the motion-sensitive acti-

vation extended beyond the STS in the prelunate gyrus complex was also motion sensitive (Figure 2B).
Area V3Acorresponding to V4d (Figures 3D, white arrow, and 6C).

In addition, a small but consistent activation was ob- We did not observe significant motion-sensitive voxels
in area V3A, irrespective of whether motion sensitivityserved further ventrally on the lateral convexity of infero-

temporal cortex, near the posterior middle temporal sul- was tested with dots or lines. In addition, we sampled
activity from macaque V3A, as defined by gyral/sulcalcus (Figure 6C).

Intraparietal Areas location rather than by functional tests. Since V3A is
relatively wide (�9 mm width) and its gyral location isMacaque VIP contains a high percentage of direction-

selective cells and receives direct input from area MT/ stable, the V3A region of interest was safely localized.
In this region, the moving and stationary stimulus condi-V5 (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983; Colby et al., 1993).

It has been localized deep within the intraparietal sulcus, tions produced essentially equal fMRI activation (yellow
line in Figure 5). In fact, the MION signal in area V3Aapproximately midway along its length. Based on its

location and its functional properties, the motion-sensi- increased slightly during these two conditions, in com-
parison to the no stimulus control condition. Since sta-tive region in the IPS observed with dots (Figure 2B)

may be equivalent to area VIP. tistical analysis with and without global scaling (see Ex-
perimental Procedures) yielded the same results, theWe consistently observed more widespread activa-

tion (in terms of spatial extent, response amplitude, and increased MION signals during these stimulus condi-
tions (which amount to a deactivation) cannot be attrib-statistical significance) within the IPS when using mov-

ing lines compared to moving dots (e.g., compare Fig- uted to global scaling.
Inter- and Intrasubject Reliabilityures 2B and 2C, and Figures 6B and 6C). Moving random

lines not only activated area VIP, but also the lateral As discussed above and summarized in Figure 6, both
monkeys showed significant (p � 0.05 corrected) bilat-bank of the IPS at more caudal locations. Based upon

their locations, these regions most likely correspond to eral motion sensitivity for dot stimuli in the posterior
bank and the fundus of the lunate sulcus (V2 and V3),areas LIP and PIP.

Areas outside Classical Visual Cortex the fundus of the inferior occipital sulcus, the posterior
bank of the dorsal superior temporal sulcus (MT/V5,We also observed motion-sensitive responses in several

regions outside classical visual cortex. One region (FEF) vMST, FST), the middle of the IPS, and the anterior bank
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Figure 6. Topography of Motion Sensitivity
on Inflated Hemispheres

Statistical maps for moving compared to sta-
tionary dots (A, B, and D) and lines (C) (p �

0.05 corrected) on a lateral view of the inflated
left and right hemispheres of monkey M1 (A)
and M3 (B–D). (D) Shows results from a similar
experiment (3 weeks later) to that of (B). AS,
arcuate sulcus; other abbreviations, see Fig-
ure 3. In right IPS of M1 and in left IPS of M3,
the size of the activation was so small that it
was not painted on the inflated hemispheres.

of the arcuate sulcus. The fact that bilateral activation across the four hemispheres) are a further indication of
the inter- and intrasubject reliability.foci were seen in the same cortical regions, in both

monkeys (Figures 6A and 6B), suggests that our fMRI
approach offers good intersubject reliability. Discussion

Figures 6B and 6D compares motion sensitivity in
monkey M3 obtained in two different sessions, �3 These fMRI studies on alert fixating monkeys proved

surprisingly straightforward to accomplish. We used aweeks apart. Although the number of functional volumes
and the epoch duration differed between the two experi- conventional 1.5T scanner and near-standard behav-

ioral and surgical procedures. We found that the use ofments, the activated voxels (p � 0.05, corrected for
multiple comparisons) overlapped by 84% in both hemi- an iron oxide contrast agent with a long blood half-

life considerably enhanced functional brain imaging inspheres.
Moving Dots and Lines awake, behaving primates.

Though our comparisons were understandably limitedMotion sensitivity assessed with moving random dots
decreased as a function of hierarchical level, especially in this initial study, these procedures appeared to yield

excellent reliability, both between and within subjects.beyond area MT/V5 (Figure 8). On the contrary, the re-
gional distribution of motion sensitivity for random lines Using MION, we were able to reveal a substantial portion

of the motion pathway, which generally fits with theis much broader (see Figure 6C), with a maximum at
intermediate hierarchical levels (see Figure 8). The rela- classical view of motion processing in dorsal stream areas.

Specifically, areas V2, V3, MT/V5, vMST, FST, and VIPtively small standard errors of the mean (calculated
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1998). The echo time used in this study was optimized
for BOLD: the echo time was sufficiently large to pro-
duce good BOLD sensitivity, yet small enough to mini-
mize susceptibility artifacts. We used the same echo
time for the MION imaging, because it attenuated the
signal by 50%. A small additional increase in sensitivity
could have been obtained by using a smaller echo time
with a larger dose of MION (Mandeville et al., 1998). To
improve the statistical analysis of the MION experiments,
we directly measured the MION impulse response func-
tion (see Figure 9 and Experimental Procedures).

The use of MION yielded approximately a 10-fold in-
crease in the percent signal change relative to compara-
ble BOLD measurements at 1.5T. Since the MR signal
is attenuated by a factor of approximately two due to
the MION, the improvement of the sensitivity (contrast-
to-noise ratio) can be estimated as 0.5 � 10 � 5. This
increase in sensitivity is in general agreement with an
increased contrast-to-noise ratio of 5.7 in anesthetized
rodents at 2T (Mandeville et al., 1998). Finally, the MION
resulted in better statistical power and better spatial
localization of the activated brain regions. The present
data suggest that contrast agent-enhanced fMRI at low
magnetic field strengths provides an excellent alterna-
tive to BOLD imaging at high magnetic fields.

The monkeys showed no obvious short-term adverse
effects due to injection of the contrast agent. However,
despite the encouraging clearance after the use of the

Figure 7. MT/V5—vMST Distinction Using MION iron chelator (deferoxamin), it remains an open question
Statistical maps for moving compared to stationary dots in the left whether there are longer-term effects of chronic iron
hemisphere of M1 (A) and right hemisphere of M3 (B). Data of panels administration on the spleen, liver, and kidney, where
(A) and (B) were acquired using a voxel size of 3 � 3 � 3 mm. Panels

MION accumulates (Schaffer et al., 1993).(C) and (D) show the statistical maps of both hemispheres of M3
for the same stimulus comparison but from an experiment using 2
mm3 isotropic voxels. Pink arrows point to the floor of the STS Motion Sensitivity in the Macaque Visual System:
(vMST), and green arrows point to MT/V5. Comparing fMRI and Single-Cell Studies

The cortical regions showing fMRI motion sensitivity
correlate remarkably well with areas containing a high

proved to be motion sensitive. More unexpected mo- proportion of direction-selective neurons (for review,
tion-sensitive regions included areas PIP, LIP, FEF, V4, see Orban, 1996). Areas MT/V5, MST, VIP, and PO/V6
TE, portions of the lateral sulcus, and even the pulvinar. and layers 4B and 6 of area V1 contain more than 60%
As predicted by the single-cell literature, macaque area direction-selective neurons. Area V3 and the thick
V3A was not motion selective, unlike human area V3A. stripes of V2 have a proportion of direction-selective

cells close to 40% (Felleman and Van Essen, 1987; Geg-
enfurtner et al., 1997; Levitt et al., 1994; Peterhans andMION as a Contrast Agent for Monkey fMRI

Both the BOLD and MION techniques are sensitive to Watson, 1993). In all these areas, we observed motion
sensitivity, with the exception of PO/V6 and V1. Wethe local concentration of contrast agent—deoxyhemo-

globin in the former case and exogenous iron in the observed some activation of V1 (Figure 6), but this was
not consistent across subjects/hemispheres. The weak-latter method. The local concentration of endogenous

contrast agent (deoxyhemoglobin) decreases as venous ness of these signals may reflect the narrow width of
layers 4B and 6 or the nonoptimal speed of the stimuliblood becomes more oxygenated during activation,

leading to an increase in BOLD signal. When enough iron used here (Orban et al., 1986; Mikami et al., 1986). The
absence of a PO/V6 activation might be due to the re-oxide is used to overwhelm the BOLD effect, changes

in oxygenation have a negligible effect on total blood stricted size of our stimuli compared to the requirements
of the V6 neurons (Galletti et al., 1996). A similar explana-magnetization. Thus, an increase in the local concentra-

tion of exogenous contrast agent (iron oxide) results tion might apply to areas such as MSTd, 7a, and STP,
which have previously been implicated in motion pro-from an increase in local cerebral blood volume, so ac-

tivation-induced MION-based changes are negative cessing (Tanaka et al., 1986; Lagae et al., 1994; Siegel
and Read, 1997; Oram and Perrett, 1994) and are prefer-rather than positive, as BOLD-based signal changes.

The contrast agent (MION) dose was selected in order entially activated by larger and more complex stimuli
(such as optic flow, biological motion, etc.) comparedto achieve the best trade-off between large percent sig-

nal changes (more agent) and a large signal-to-noise to those used in the present experiments.
Although there is a fairly good correspondence be-ratio (less agent); the optimal dose attenuates MR sig-

nals by about 50% at any echo time (Mandeville et al., tween the incidence of direction-selective neurons and
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Figure 8. Overview of Motion Sensitivity in Function of Hierarchy and Stimulus Type

Percent MR signal changes for moving versus stationary dots (black bars) and lines (white bars). The visual areas are ordered along the x
axis as a function of their hierarchical level (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991). Percent MR signal changes were calculated as (moving �

stationary)/gray for seven (resampled) voxels around the local maximum (p � 0.05). Data are derived from the two hemispheres of monkey
M1 and M3. Standard errors (calculated from data obtained in the four hemispheres) are indicated. TE (post) � posterior TE; TE (ant) � ante-
rior TE.

the fMRI-based motion sensitivity, direction selectivity in most visual areas (see Figure 8), the modulation of
the MR signal depends upon the stimulus type (density,does not entirely explain the amplitude of the MR signal
type of texture, size, contrast, speed, etc.). Finally, sincechanges (see Figure 8). For example, direction selectiv-
fMRI signals reflect mainly presynaptic activity (Logo-ity in areas MST, FST, and VIP (�70% of their neurons
thetis et al., 2001) and depend on many nonneuronalare direction selective) surpasses that of area V3 (�40%
physiological components, such as vascular density andof its neurons are direction selective), yet the latter area
vessel orientation, the amplitude of MRI signal changesshowed larger MR signal changes when comparing
(across different regions) cannot be used as an exactmoving with stationary dots. This suggests that fMRI
index of neuronal activities.motion sensitivity is modulated by factors other than

All the regions in which motion sensitivity was ob-direction selectivity. One such factor is the hierarchical
served with moving dots have been assigned to thelevel of each cortical area. This probably reflects the
dorsal stream (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Maunsellincreasing weight of extraretinal influences such as at-
and Newsome, 1987). We also observed motion sensitiv-tention (e.g., Treue and Maunsell, 1996) and task-related
ity in a few regions which were not specifically impli-factors (e.g., Shadlen and Newsome, 1996) in higher-
cated in motion processing previously (e.g., PIP, LIP,order regions. Furthermore, as indicated by the differ-
FEF, V4, and TE). These regions were motion sensitiveence in signal amplitude between moving dots and lines
for random lines only. Such random line stimuli have not
yet been used in single-cell studies. However, Albright
(1984) observed similar responses to random dots and
single lines in area MT/V5.

In at least one of the two monkeys tested, we observed
distinct bilateral motion-specific activations in the pulvi-
nar and a region in the posterior bank of the lateral
sulcus. An extrageniculate “motion” pathway has been
postulated including the superior colliculus and the pul-
vinar (Rodman et al., 1990). This is supported by the
profound connections between MT/V5 and the pulvinar
(Ungerleider et al., 1984; Standage and Benevento,
1983). Moreover, a significant proportion of neurons in
the pulvinar are direction selective (Petersen et al.,
1985). Our knowledge is even more restricted with re-
spect to visual processing in the lateral sulcus. As farFigure 9. MION Impulse Response Function
as we know, only one group reported some degree ofMR signal change in visual cortex after the presentation of a flick-
motion sensitivity in a multimodal region (PIVC) and aering checkerboard stimulus (10 Hz, 28� diameter, 600 ms duration,
visual region (VPS) within this sulcus (Grüsser et al.,TR � 74 ms/slice, 16 slices). A single 	 function (gray) is fitted to

the raw data. Vertical lines indicate SEM. 1990).
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It could be argued that the observed motion sensitivity mans and macaques can be explicitly addressed using
monkey fMRI, which at least bridges the technical gapof FEF and also LIP might reflect overt and/or sup-

pressed eye movements. Both the FEF and LIP are en- between human functional imaging and monkey single-
cell studies. Furthermore, fMRI mapping will prove use-gaged before and during execution of saccades (Bizzi

and Schiller, 1970; Andersen et al., 1990). In monkey M3, ful to guide physiological and anatomical studies in the
monkey.the effects of eye movements were explicitly removed by

the statistical analysis (see Experimental Procedures).
Since motion sensitivity in areas FEF and LIP was signifi- Experimental Procedures
cant in both monkeys, it is unlikely that these activations
reflect eye movements. Another factor might be the in- Two male (M1 and M3) rhesus monkeys (3–4 kg) were used in both

MION and BOLD experiments; a third monkey (M2) was used onlycreased efforts to suppress eye movements when view-
in BOLD experiments. Prior to MR scanning, each monkey wasing moving stimuli. While it is unlikely that this factor
implanted with an MR-compatible plastic headset attached to thecontributes to the motion sensitivity observed in LIP
skull by plastic T-like devices, plastic, and ceramic screws. The

(Gottlieb and Goldberg, 1999; Petit et al., 1995), it may headset was covered by dental cement. All operations were per-
well have contributed to the FEF activation. Single-cell formed under isoflurane (1.5%)/N2O (50%)/O2 (50%) or ketamine

anesthesia (10 mg/kg, Ketalar�, i.m., Parke-Davis, Zaventem, Bel-studies (Bizzi, 1968; Hanes et al., 1998), electrical stimu-
gium) supplemented with xylazine (0.5 mg/kg, Rompun�, Bayer,lation experiments (Burman and Bruce, 1997), and hu-
Leverkusen, Germany). Antibiotics (50 mg/kg i.m., Kefzol�, Lilly,man imaging (Petit et al., 1995) implicate the FEF in the
Brussels) and analgesics (4 mg/kg, i.m., Dolzam�, Zambon, Brus-control of fixation. On the other hand, the FEF receives
sels) were given daily for 3–7 days following each surgery. The

direct projections from motion-sensitive regions such surgical procedures conformed to national, European, and National
as MT and MST (Schall et al., 1995), and FEF neurons Institutes of Health (NIH) guidelines for the care and use of laboratory

animals.signal target motion (Fukushima et al., 1999). Thus, stim-
After recovery, the monkeys were adapted to physical restraintulus motion as well as suppression of saccades may

in a small plastic box (see Figure 1A), then habituated to the soundshave contributed to the FEF activation in the present
of MR scanning in a “mock” MR bore. The monkeys were seatedstudy.
comfortably on their haunches, in the so-called “sphinx” position.
The monkeys were water deprived during the period of testing,
and behavioral control was achieved using operant conditioningMotion Sensitivity in the Primate Visual System:
techniques.Comparing Human and Monkey fMRI

The three monkeys were trained to optimal performance on a high-One goal of the present study was to compare brain
acuity orientation discrimination task. The monkey had to interrupt aactivation in macaques with that in previous human
light path with its hand to indicate when a bar target changed its

studies, using fMRI as a common measurement tech- orientation from horizontal to vertical. Each correct response was
nique. We found that many cortical areas (e.g., MT/ rewarded with apple juice, delivered through a magnet-compatible

juice delivery system (see Figure 1A). To ensure that the monkeysV5�, V2, V3, regions in the IPS, and FEF) appeared
viewed the bar foveally, the bar was gradually reduced in size duringfunctionally equivalent in macaques and humans (e.g.,
training to 5 � 18 min arc. The bar was presented in the verticalZeki et al., 1991; Tootell et al., 1995; Sunaert et al., 1999;
orientation for only very brief periods (500 ms, intertrial interval (ITI)Goebel et al., 1998). This similarity may depend in part
randomized between 500 and 2000 ms). Responses during the ITI

on the stimuli used, although the random dots used here were penalized by increasing the ITI by 1500 ms.
were exactly the same as used by Sunaert et al. (1999). M3 was also trained on a fixation-only task. In this monkey, the

high-acuity orientation discrimination task was used to accuratelyIn as much as the motion sensitivity measured with fMRI
calibrate a pupil/corneal reflection tracking system (RK-726PCI,in the macaque can be largely attributed to the activity
Iscan, Inc., Cambridge, MA). Once this eye tracking system wasof direction-selective neurons (see above), it is tempting
calibrated, we presented a fixation spot only instead of a fixationto accept that this holds for humans as well.
bar. The monkey was rewarded for maintaining fixation within a

When comparing two species that evolved indepen- square-shaped central fixation window (2� on a side). The interval
dently over �30 million years, one should also expect between rewards was systematically decreased (from 2500 to 500

ms) as the monkey maintained his fixation within the window.some species-specific differences in cortical organiza-
After fixation performance reached asymptote (after 20 to 50 train-tion. One such evolutionary difference suggested earlier

ing sessions), each monkey (in its plastic restraint box) was placedwas confirmed here. In human fMRI, retinotopically de-
into a horizontal bore, 1.5T Siemens Vision scanner, equipped withfined V3A is motion sensitive (Tootell et al., 1997; Goebel
echoplanar imaging. A radial surface coil (10 cm diameter) was

et al., 1998). On the other hand, macaque V3A showed positioned immediately over the head (Figure 1A). This coil covered
no motion sensitivity at all in our fMRI measurements, sufficiently the whole monkey brain, albeit with an �30% signal

intensity decrease along the dorsoventral axis of the brain. Beforein agreement with the single-cell results (Gaska et al.,
the scanning, MION (4–7 mg/kg) diluted in an isotonic saline buffer1988; Joris et al., 1997). Such discrepancies between
or sodium citrate (pH 8.0) was injected intravenously into the femoralhuman and monkey visual cortical areas raise questions
vein.(which go beyond the scope of the present paper) about

The blood half-life of citrate-buffered MION, derived from the
the extent to which functional and anatomical properties temporal decay of signal changes between visual and no visual
of a particular area may or may not deviate while re- stimulation after removal of the baseline drift, was 15.3 � 3.5 hr.

The optimal MION dose corresponds to the dose at which MR signaltaining the same name. For example, in the case of area
intensity is attenuated by a factor of �2, relative to a preinjectionV3A, there are functional similarities (e.g., retinotopic
baseline intensity (Mandeville et al., 1998). Since MION was injectedorganization) and anatomical similarities (V3A is located
prior to scanning, this dose (7 mg/kg on the first day and 4 mg/kgimmediately anterior to area V3) but also functional dis-
on subsequent days) was derived by comparing the average MR

similarities (e.g., motion sensitivity) between the two signal intensity after each MION injection to the average intensity
species. of the preceding BOLD experiments.

Visual stimuli were projected from a Barco 6300 LCD projectorHowever, the question of homologies between hu-
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(640 � 480 pixels or 800 � 600 pixels, 60 Hz refresh rate) using 16 slices, 2 � 2 � 2 mm voxels, Siemens, Sonata MR scanner) while
the monkey fixated. The stimulus-evoked MR response (mean �customized optics (Buhl Optical) onto a screen which was posi-

tioned 15 cm (M1) or 54 cm (M3) in front of the monkey’s eyes. Two SEM) of 109 voxels (which were sampled in visual cortex) is shown
in Figure 9. The gray curve represents a single 	 function fitted (
2 �types of stimuli were used: random texture patterns (referred to as

dots) and random line patterns. These stimuli were either static or 7 � 10�17) to the raw data. This function, which was slightly faster
than expected from data obtained in anesthetized rodents, wasmoved in one of eight randomly selected directions of planar motion.

The dot stimuli were comprised of 50% black and 50% white dots convolved with the box car model for long epochs. This a posteriori-
derived single 	 function produced highly similar t maps as the(4.5 min arcmin/side) within a circular aperture of 14� diameter.

During the motion condition, the direction changed randomly every double 	 function which was actually used in the statistical analysis
of the present experiment.427 ms, and the uniform speed was adjusted to 2–6 deg/s. Random

line stimuli consisted of nine interconnected lines of random length For each stimulus comparison, significant MR signal changes
were assessed using a map of t scores (statistical parametric map).and orientation, also moving at a speed of 2–6 deg/s. In each experi-

ment, the stimulus duration, eccentricity, and luminance were care- Unless stated otherwise, the threshold was set at p � 0.05, corrected
for multiple comparisons. To identify motion-responsive regions,fully equated across moving and stationary conditions. In all cases,

the mean luminance was �50 cd/m2. we used the local maxima in the statistical maps generated by the
comparison (moving random dots versus stationary random dots)A block design was used in each scan session. Block duration

was 24 s in the BOLD experiments and either 33 or 66 s in the MION or (moving random lines versus stationary random lines). Because
the “form” aspect of the stimulus was present in the two conditionsexperiments. The presentation order of the stimuli was randomized

between scans, except for those experiments where we obtained of the subtraction, this feature on its own cannot account for the
observed motion sensitivity. These local maxima were attributed toaverage changes in MR signal as a function of time (referred to as

time courses). Only scan sessions where the behavioral perfor- visual cortical areas using sulcal and gyral landmarks relative to
previously published maps (e.g., Felleman and Van Essen, 1991).mance of the monkeys was excellent (�98% correct in the high-

acuity orientation discrimination task for monkeys M1 and M2 or
�85% fixation of the total scan duration for monkey M3) were con- Acknowledgments
sidered for statistical analysis.
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